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Software systems requirements engineering (RE) process
encompasses the set of tasks that lead to an understanding
of what the business impact of the software will be, what
the customer wants, and how end-users will interact with
the software. In general, Requirements Engineering is
           
prioritizing and validating requirements of a system. The
growing popularity of Object Oriented paradigm in the
development of complex and large scale information
               

Requirements Engineering towards elicits and analyzes
the requirements of such system. Object oriented
requirements engineering is an approach to encapsulating
information about the process and product, as well as
functionality into a requirements object [2].
For complex and large scale information system
development process, the stakeholder’s requirements
are often changed. Moreover, business processes of
large system are dynamic in nature. Thus it is very
               
system in the scenario of evolving business processes
               
and analyze the requirements is added advantageous
in such cases. A semantic representation of software
requirements is required to remove the communication
gaps exist between stakeholders, software engineers and
project managers [11]. The requirements objects can be
represented using a common set of semantic notations
which are understandable both to the stakeholders and
domain engineers. At the same time, to accommodate
the requirements changes, the representation of the
requirements objects must be reusable. In object oriented
                
class objects and the notation of a “requirements object”
            !"#$
class object has the supports of all the features of object
oriented paradigm and does not exhibit any difference
between objects in the domain model and requirements
objects in general.
Several requirements engineering frameworks have been
proposed in recent literatures to model the requirements
objects. In [13] these requirement engineering frameworks
are evaluated based on some common features. Quality
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Comparison of OO Requirements Engineering Frameworks for Quality Features [13]
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Business Object Based Requirement Engineering Framework: The Basic

Evaluation Level Features are one of them. Traditionally,
quality in requirement frameworks is a complex mix of
factors that will vary across different applications and
the customers who request requirements. However, a
good requirements engineering framework must support
the validation of certain quality features to evaluate the
requirements objects and related models achieved from
the framework.
Very few research proposals of requirements engineering
frameworks are exist in the literatures which are included
with quality evaluation schemes (Table I). Further, those
          % &  
not very comprehensive. In [13], a set of generic quality
factors described like, a) Ambiguity, b) Correctness,
c) Completeness, d) Consistency, e) Traceability, f)
Maintainability, g) Importance and stability, h) Reliability,
' +   ' 0  &' 4 ' 6
m) Interoperability. The proposed framework in [5, 6]
support only the factor of ambiguity. MORE [8] supports
ambiguity but partially support the quality factors like
complexity, consistency and traceability. On the other
hand, AGORA [9] support the quality factor of number
(a), (b), (c), (d), (e) but partially support the factor of
number (f) and (g). GORE[1] and BORA[7] also support
ambiguity but they partially support some other qualities.
Majority of the proposed frameworks in the literatures do
not provide any quality evaluation scheme to assess the
quality of the requirements objects and related analysis
  < %            
and discussed for the framework called AGORA in [9].
= %                  
for the framework itself. Also few of the quality factors
can be examined at the implementation level using CASE
tools for MORE [8] and BORA [7].

0^ 



In this paper in section II the basic of Business Object
based Requirement Engineering framework proposed
in [12] has been described. In section III a theoretical
framework has been proposed for the quality evaluation for
the requirements engineering process with the objective
to assess the qualities of the requirements objects and
related analysis models. For the purpose, separate sets
of construct level, semantic level and framework level
       
     
on Business Object based Requirement Engineering
framework [12]. The proposed metrics are illustrated with
the case study in section IV. The proposed set of metrics
can be applicable to any general purpose requirements
engineering framework. In section V the proposed metrics
are theoretically validated using Briand et al.
In [12], a process driven requirements analysis framework
based on Common Business Objects [3] has been proposed
for large scale information system. A business object (BO)
captures information about a real world (business) concept,
operations, constraints, and relationships between those
concepts. The advantage of using this concept is that,
the set of Bos can be reusable in the context of business
domain and can easily be transformed into system level
    %   >        
concept. With these perspectives, the framework consists
of three phases, namely, (i) Early Requirements Analysis
0  ?' J   K    $ 0   
(iii) Mapping phase. The former allows for modeling and
analyzing the contextual setting of the business domain,
in which the system will operate. In this step the involved
+ P  $  P  0   P  X   
and Interactions, those are relevant to the functional
requirements of targeted information system domain,
%      Y           
        %     
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and nonfunctional features of the domain that is relevant
to the stakeholders and their roles related to the intended
                
          <      J 
Analysis (FODA) [10].Both the phase will take the
stakeholder’s roles, requirements and objectives towards
            Y  
            P 
and their inter-relationships will be done on the basis of
such inputs. Both phases may be iterative in nature. The
            
to conceptual level design model and can starts just after
the early requirements analysis phase.
The proposed framework is based on concept of Common
Business Objects. The set of related Bos describe the set
of business processes relevant to the business itself along
with the intentions that these processes are supposed to
   _   %   {
“real world”. The business object is capable of performing
          %  
Bos.
In the framework several requirements modeling elements
&  0   P + P $  P +  P
Interface, Interaction Diagram, Collaboration Diagram,
Interaction Collaboration Network, Feature Tree etc. have
been described to express different business concepts of
the domain, relevant to targeted information system and
in the real business scenario. This framework is supported
with object oriented features like abstraction, reusability
and inheritance.
+ K   $ 0     _  
?|' Y    0   P  ?}' Y   
+P     $ P ?~'Y  
 Y   ?"' Y        ?'
Y    + P     %   
 ?'Y   + P 
Y    0   P           
  %     _+P  
       $ P %   
&           Y  
+ P  Y         %  0  
P    $  P            
         0   P  <   
      % $ P %
       $ P      
 0  P       
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Entity Bos including Actor Bos for the design phase of the
candidate domain [12]. Finally in sixth step Event Bos
                  
between related Entity Bos [12].
Detailed Requirement Analysis phase consists of
    <         0   P   
   Y    0   P        % 
  Y  0  P      
          0  P 
 &       Y           
   P               
features like structural, functional and nonfunctional
features along with attributes. Structural features describe
         0   P  < 
features describe the operations or functionalities of
0   P             
expected quality standard requirements of stakeholders
0  P       <  
 J       0  P  
logical grouping like AND, OR and EXOR of the features
to satisfy the stakeholder’s requirement [12].
        +P   
  %   Y  & % 
               
   %  %+P   
and containment relationships. In second level, known as
 >       +P    
        %  
 0   P            
   +P =         
        
            
information system. An user interface is represented using
interface template. The Interface Template will contain
         YJ 0  
BO, Actor BO, roles, related activities, related other
Entity Bos, related Event Bos and related constraints.
Y   0   
       
              
analysis phase and consequently from the detailed
requirements analysis phase are mapped into conceptual
level design model. This phase consist of two steps- Early
  J   Y  0  
P $ P + P Y     
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Formal Notations of the Framework

Framework

Description

Component

P 0PEBO EVBO
R=BO×BO
IS={BO,R}

The set of business objects
The relationships between the concerned Bos.
Any information system
Any Entity BO within IS where, id refers to the identity of the entity BO and D is vector of
attributes to characterize the Entity BO.

EBOi = {id, D}

$0  P%            P     
that may be performed by the process BO.

PBO={id,T}
EvBOi = {id, IRj, C}

An Event BO can be resulted from one interaction and can be represented as where id refers
to the identity of the event BO and IRj          % 
event BO resulted, C           P .
CRi = {{ABOi.id, ABOi.Rp}, $          %  % $  P  %   ABOi, ABOjand Cis
{ABOj.id, ABOj.Rq}, C}
constraint on that relationship.
IRi =
$        %$ P 0  P  
some role of ActorBO where ABOi, PBOj is the objective of goal that can be achieved
{{ABOi 0Pj.id},
on performing that activity and Cis constraint on that relationship.[3]
ABO .R , G, C}
i

q

or
0Pj.id, ABOi.id}, ABOi.Rq,
G,C}

+ K    $ 0     
  
UML class diagrams to generate the early prototype of the
system. In detailed mapping steps, the high level design
schema achieved from the early mapping can be further
                
targeted information system for the domain of interest
[12].
Table 3: Graphical Notations for BO based
Requirement Analysis Framework
Taxonomy

Graphical Notation

Entity BO

   

0  P

Event BO
Attribute
Actor BO
Encapsulation

Inheritance
Collaboration
Interaction

The formal and graphical notations of the framework have
been summarized in Table II and Table III respectively. In
this context, formally, a Business Information System IS
will be represented as a pair {BO, R}, where BO represents
the set of business objects concerned to the targeted system
IS. The set of Bos can be expressed as and BO=PBO È
EBO ÈEvBO, where PBO      0  
Bos, EBO is the set of concerned Entity Bos including
Actor Bos and EvBO is the set of concerned Event Bos.
The R        P R
Î BO ´ BO representing the relationships between the
concerned Bos.

A

 

+    %         
software product development depends on the quality
of the requirements engineering process. It is evident
from the previous researches that effective requirements
engineering process can reduce the risk of failure for
development of large scale information system. To
establish Business Object Requirement Engineering
Framework as a good requirement engineering framework
%                
=  %     %   
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namely construct level quality metrics and semantic
level quality metrics. Although these quality metrics are
     P      K   
Engineering Framework, it is also implied to any other
 % &             %
the help of these basic quality metrics for the purpose of
quality evaluation. Those quality factors described in [13]
are as follows,
(a) Ambiguity: It is a quality factor used to validate
             
those are atomic and cannot have more than one
interpretation.
(b) Correctness: It is a quality factor which means how
            
meet customer’s need.
(c) Completeness: It is a quality factor which means
necessary requirements objects are not lacking
  
(d) Traceability: It is a quality factor used to specify the
implementation of the requirements objects towards
the related design components and vice versa.
(e) Consistency: It is a quality factor used to check the
presence of the inconsistency among requirements
    
(f) Maintainability: It is a quality factor which means
 
           _          
(g) Importance and stability: This quality factor means
how clearly the prioritization and stabilization of the
requirements objects are described when they are
      
(h) Reliability: It is a quality factor which means the extent to which a software application can be expected
to perform its intended functionalities as stated in
     

another. The requirements related to interlinking of
two systems are complex in nature.

     !" 
We classify the quality metrics based on Business Object based
Requirement Engineering Framework in two categories. One
is construct level and another is semantic level quality metrics.

a. Construct Level Quality Metrics
Business Object based Requirement Engineering
< % &    
    %     
of business object constructs. The set of construct level
quality metrics are proposed below with view point and
unit.
1. Metric 1: Number of process BO in a system
?0P'
Description: Let consider an information system IS with
0  PPBO1, PBO2 …..,PBOn      
the system. Then,
n

NPBO = Â PBOi
i =1

View Point: The number of process BOs are used to
identify how many requirement objects and how many
        %  
       0   P       
the greater expressiveness of the system and lowers the
abstraction of the system.
2. Metric 2: Number of activities or tasks may be per 0  P ?'
Description:       0   P PBOi then the
activities or tasks performed by the PBO iare t1, t2,… tn.
Therefore:
NTi =

Now,

 ?' 0 ^ Y       %     
value of software produced to the labor and expense
of producing it.

The unit is number.

 ?' Y  ^    %  ly coupling can be established from one system to

n

Â tk

k =1

 ?' +  ^      %  quirement object makes optimal use of limited business resources.

(k) Visibility: It is the quality factor which is used to
maintain end user access policies for the application.

5

n

NT = Â NTi
i =1

View Point: The larger the number of tasks performed by
 0P         _
3. Metric 3: Number of Entity BOs in a system
(NEBO).
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Description: Let consider an IS with Entity BOs EBO1,
EBO2, …..,EBOn        
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Description: Let consider an IS with numbers of PBO,
EVBO and EBO. Therefore

n

NEBO = Â EBOi
i =1

View Point:1. NEBO is used to identify the collaboration
relationships in the IS.2. NEBO IS also used to identify
the interaction relationships in the IS.3. NEBO also
represents one of static structure of the system.
4. Metric 4: Number of attributes of all Entity BOs
(ND).
Description: Let consider an Entity BO (EBO).Suppose
the attributes of the Entity BO is d1, d2,,…, dn. Therefore
total number of attributes of an Entity BO (EBOi) is
n

ND = Â d k
i =1

Now,
n

ND = Â NDi
i =1

The unit is number.
View Point: The larger the number of attributes of an
EBO, the EBO is more expressive.
5. Metric 5: Number of Event BOs in a system
(NEVBO).
Description: Let consider an IS with event BOs EVBO1,
EVBO2,,……, EVBOn             
Therefore,
n

NEVBO = Â EVBOI
i =1

View Point: NEVBO are required to express the
complexity and static structure of the system.
6. Metric 6: Number of Actor BOs in a system (NABO).
Description: Let consider an IS with Actor BOs ABO1,
ABO2,…….,ABOn             
Therefore:
n

NEVBO = Â ABOi

K 0P+P+4P
The unit is number of objects.
View Point: NRO is used to identify how many BOs
(Business Objects) are present in the system. The larger
the NRO implies the static complexity is larger and
abstraction is lower.
b. Semantic Level Quality Metrics.
In Business Object based Requirement Engineering
Framework semantics are expressed using the set of well
          
        
set of semantic level quality metrics are proposed below
with view point and unit.
8. Metric 8: Total Number of interaction relations in a
IS (NIR).
Description^        Y %  0P i and an
ABO j and IR1, IR2,……,IRn are the interaction relations
between PBOi and ABOj. Therefore
NIRij =

k =1

And,

7. Metric 7: Number of requirement objects in a system (NRO).

n

NIR =

Â

NIRij

i =1i =1

The unit is number.
View Point: This metric is used to identify the roles of
$ P%   %0P   
        P
9. Metric 9: Number of roles performed by all Actor
BO within the system (NR).
Description: Let consider an IS with Actor BOs and roles
performed by one Actor BO (ABOi) are r1, r2,…..,rn.
Therefore number of roles performed by one ABO (ABOi)
is
NRi =

i =1

View Point: NABO are used to identify roles of Actor BO
        % 0P 
ABO.

n

Â IRk

n

Â NRi

k =1

And
n

NR = Â NRi
i =1

The unit is number.
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View Point: Roles are used to identify the collaborations
among the Actor BOs.
10. Metric 10: Total Number of collaborations within an
IS (NCR).
Description: Let consider an IS with two Actor BOs i and
j and CR1, CR2,…..,CRn are the collaboration relations
among two Actor BOs ABOi and ABOj . Therefore the
numbers of collaborations among two Actor BOs ABOi
and ABOjare
NCRij =

The unit is number.
View Point: It helps to measure the total complexity of
the system.
14. Metric 14: Complexity of a system (CM).
Description: Let consider an IS with static complexity SC
and dynamic complexity DC. Therefore total complexity
of the system:
X JXX

n

Â CRk

k =1

Now,
NCR =

7

n

Â

NCRij

i =1i =1

The unit is number.
View Point: The larger the value of NCRij, the dynamic
complexity value will be larger.
11. Metric 11: Number of total inheritance relationships
in a system (NIH).
Description: Let consider an IS with numbers of
inheritance relationships IH1, IH2……,IHn between ABOs
of the system.
Therefore

The unit is number.
View Point: The larger the complexity value, abstraction
of the system is lower.
c. Framework level Quality Factors
Some quality issues described in [13] has been formally
described in this section with the help of some basic
quality metrics.
15. Metric 15: Ambiguity of a system (AMB).
Description: Let consider URF as a function which
gives user requirement as output. Suppose the list of user
requirements are UR1,UR2,……,URn. Let also consider
an IS with PBO, ABO, EVBO, EBO and NUM are the
summation of requirements which are not same. Therefore
n
n
Ê n
ˆ
NUM = Á Â PBOi + Â EBOi + Â EVBOi ˜
Ëi =1
¯
i =1
i =1

n

NIH = Â IH i
i =1

The unit is number.
View Point^<  %    
of the BOs within the system.

Where, PBOi   j.T, EBOi    i.D, EVBOi.D
 i.Dand total number of user requirements can be
represented as,
n

NUM = Â URi

12. Metric 12: Static complexity of a system (SC).

i =1

Description: Let consider an IS with Event BO (EVBO),
Entity BO (EBO' 0  P?PBO). Therefore
X 0P+P+4P

Now,
AMB = NUM/NUR

View Point: Y              _  
system.

View Point: Maximum value of ambiguity can be 1.The
larger the ambiguity value the system is more stable. This
metric can help us to evaluate quality of a system.

13. Metric 13: Dynamic complexity of a system (DC).

16. Metric 16: Completeness of a system (COM).

Description: Let consider an IS with interaction relations
(NIR) and collaboration relations (NCR).

Description: Let consider an IS with PBO, EBO, EVBO
and URF() returns user requirements. Therefore total
          

Now, the Dynamic complexity of the system is,
JX YKXK

NSUR = NPBO + NEBO + NEVBO.

8
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Therefore the completeness of the system is,
COM = NSUR/NUR
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unchanged due to its life time.
Therefore

CON= NCO/NRO.
n

NCO = Â ( PBOi + EBOi + EVBOi )

View Point: Maximum value of COM can be 1. This
metric can help us to evaluate quality of a system.
17. Metric 17: Correctness of a system (COR).
Description: Let consider an IS with PBO, EBO, EVBO.
 %   P               %
one user requirement. Consider numbers of correct BOs
are NCB. Therefore,
n
n
Ê n
ˆ
NCB = Á Â PBOi + Â EBOi + Â EVBOi ˜
Ëi =1
¯
i =1
i =1

Where, PBOi=URi for only one value of i, EBOi= URi for
only one value of i and EVBOi= URi for only one value
of i.
Now, correctness of the system can be
COR = NCB/NUR
View Points: Maximum value of correctness of a system
can be 1.This metric can help us to evaluate quality of a
system.
18. Metric 18: Traceability of a system (TRS).
Description: Let consider an IS with PBO, EBO, EVBO.
And DEO( ) is a function which returns design objects
DR1,DR2,….,DRn traceable from BOs. Therefore the total
number of design objects of the IS can be:
n

NDEO = Â DRi
i =1

Therefore traceability of the system can be:
TRS = NDEO/NRO
View Point: Maximum value can be 1. This metric can
be used to measure mapping capability of the system
             
design.
19. Metric 19: Consistency of a system (CON).
Description:   Y%0P+P+4P
and NCO are the numbers of consistency objects within
the system.
Therefore:
Where PBOi, EBOi, and EVBOi are in the system IS

i =1

View Point: The maximum value of CON is 1. If the system
is more consistent, then the system is more acceptable.
20. Metric 20: Maintainability of a system (MTN).
Description: Let consider an IS with number of requirement
objects RO and their relationships R (Such as interaction,
collaboration, inheritance, encapsulation). Let consider
NR the total number of relations in the system. Let also
consider NARO are the requirement objects and NAR are
the total number of relationships between them within the
system which are added to the system. Similarly NDRO
and NDR are the requirement objects and relationships
between the objects respectively which are deleted from
the system during maintenance.
Therefore:
MNT = ÊÁ
Ë

( NRO + NARO - NDRO ) ( NR + NAR - NDR ) ˆ
+

NRO

NR

˜¯

View Point:  _   
_    K    

or deleted.
21. Metric 21^0

  ?0KJ'

Description: Let consider an IS and SOF ( ) is a function
which returns the result of system output. Suppose SOF ( )
gives output SO1, SO2,………,SOn.
n

NSO = Â SOi
i =1

Therefore total number of system output can be
represented as
Similarly NUR gives total number of user requirements.
Therefore productivity of the system is:
0KJ 6K
View Point: The total number of user requirements
can be used as indicator of total labor and expense for
implementing each user requirement. The increase value
0KJ       
22. Metric 22: Reliability of a system (RLB).
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Description: Let consider a system IS with numbers of
requirements objects (RO) and their relationships. Let
consider NUR is the total number of user requirements in
the system.
Therefore Reliability can be expressed as
View Point: RLB can be used as indicator about the
functionality of the framework. Maximum value of RLB
can be 1.
23. Metric 23^Y 

  ?Y0'

Description: Let consider an ISis consist of different
modules M1, M2,……,Mn. Let consider the number of
ROs in M1 is NROM1, number of ROs in M2 is NROM2and
so on. Now interoperability of two modules M1 and M2
depends on the inter module relationships between them
i.e. outgoing relationships from every module to others
modules in the system.
n

IOP = Â OGRi
i =1

Let consider the number of outgoing relations from
module M1 is OGR1, from module M2 is OGR2 and so on.
Therefore, Interoperability of the system is
Unit is number.
View Point: If in a system the number of outgoing relations
and the number of ingoing relations of every module are
same, then the system is composed of disjoint modules
and its interoperability is high.
24. Metric 24: Visibility of a System (VIB).
Description: Let consider S1, S2, …Snare the end users
who can access the system at some moment according
to the stakeholder. Let consider NS are the total number
of end users who can access the system and who has the
access permissions to the system at any moment. Let also
consider NTS are the total number of end users who access
     0     
end users who have no access permission for the system
at any moment.

9

if the value is greater than 1 then the system is less secure.
25. Metric 25^+    ?+<X'
Description: Let consider in a system IS the business
resources available are BRn and the business resources
used by requirement objects (BO) and their relations(R)
are BRU.
EFC = BRU/BRN
 

      

View Point: The value of EFF up to 1 is good. But if the
value exceeds 1 then it is worse.
26. Metric 26: Importance and stability of a system
(IMS).
Description: Let consider a system IS with the number of
requirement objects. Let consider NROS are requirement
 %   %   
IMS = NROS/NRO
Therefore importance and stability of system is
View Point: The maximum value of IMS can be 1 and
then it is more stable.

#     !" 
$% 
For the illustration of proposed metrics we consider the
case study proposed in [12]. The business in a Retail
Organization comprised of several interested business
    &  ?' 0         
products for sale, (ii) Sales with the activities like, handle
the customer orders and to sale the products as per
order, and (iii) Accounting – to handle the bills, order
payment, salaries etc. Now, the business process will be

  0  P    0  P
and their activities can be follows:
?' 0   ^P & 0   J  
0  K    0  X  $ 
Received Amount.

Therefore at any moment visibility of the system can be
expressed as

?' $ ^K 0   P0 $ 
K P  0 X    

4YP ?0'

?'  ^ 0    =     J    
0  K        0  K   
0   X X 0 

View Point: Visibility can be used to measure the security
of the system. The value of visibility up to 1 is good, but

10
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Table 4: Illustration Result of Quality metrics based
on Business Object based case study
Metrics

Value

Unit

REMARK

0P

5

0P

X    0  P
X    0P

NT

38

Number

NEBO

8

EBO

X   $ P  
Entity BOs

ND

8Xa

Number

Consider that attributes of every
Entity BOs are a.

NEVBO

3

EVBO

Consider the Event BOs for three
0P X Y  P & K 
and Book Issue.

NABO

5

ABO

With respect the Domain Level
Interaction Diagram.

NRO

16

BO

X      0P $P
EBOs in Figure 3 and the EVBOs
      0P

NIR

38

IR

Consider the interaction relations
 % 0P  

NR

5xa

Number

Consider that all ABOs perform a
number of roles.

NCR

4X 3X e

CR

Consider that between every
ABOs there are collaboration relations and consider that value of
collaboration relations between
every ABOs are e.

NIH

5

IH

Consider all the inheritance ralationship between ABOs.

SC

16

BO

According to the Domain Level
Interaction Diagram in Figure 3.

DC

~?"
x3xe)

Number

Considering the collaboration relation between every ABOs.

CM

"?"_~_ '

Number

According to the value of SC and
DC.
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Metrics

Value

Unit

RLB

16/UR

Number

Consider that NUR is UR i.e. all the requirements proposed by the customer
are UR.

REMARK

Y0

OGR

Number

X         ~  
module and there are numbers of modules in the system and total outgoing
relations from every module in the system are OGR.

VIB

(TS0'0

Number

X     0
   0 0  
of NS.

EFF

BRU/BRN

Number

Consider BRUand BRN as they are
      

IMS

ROS/16

Number

Consider ROS is the value of NROS.

Figure 1: Domain Level Interaction Diagram

Table 5: Illustration Result of Quality Metrics
Based on Business Object Based Case Study
Metrics

Value

Unit

AMB

16/UR

Number

Consider that NUR is UR i.e. all the requirements proposed by the customer
are UR.

REMARK

COM

16/UR

Number

Consider that NUR is UR i.e. all the requirements proposed by the customer
are UR.

COR

16/UR

Number

Consider that NUR is UR i.e. all the requirements proposed by the customer
are UR.

TRS

DR/16

Number

Consider that NDEO is DR.

CON

16/16=1

Number

As all the BOs are unchanged due to
its life time.

MNT

2

Number

Consider there no ROs or relations are
added or deleted during maintenance.

0KJ

SO/UR

Number

Consider that value of SOF is SO and
value of NUR is UR.

Figure 2: Collaboration Diagram
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According to [12] the domain level interaction diagram
of the above example has been shows in Figure 1. Here
we assume the attributes of the Actor BO VENDOR are
name, city, phone number, license number. Also assume
 $+ 0P     +  P     
   0      0  0    !|}#
The collaboration relation between ABO Sales Manager
and ABO Customer has been shown in Figure 2. The
proposed metrics are illustrated with this case study as
follows, in TABLE IV. And TABLE V.

& '
     !   " 
()* 
In order to validate the set of metrics of object oriented
requirement engineering frameworks formally the
 % &  P  !"#  
In case of BO based requirement engineering framework
the system IS represents the concept of the system <E,
R>. IS is represented formally in the framework as IS=
{BO,R}. Therefore IS<BO,R> resembles with S<E,R> in
   % &  P  !"#YY+ 
set of Business Objects And R is the relations between
them. Now a module M is subset of system IS where
m=<Em,Rm>. Emconsists of various business objects
&  0P $P +P   +4P   Km represents
relationships between the Business Objects like
interaction, collaboration, inheritance and encapsulation.
Therefore Em كE, RmكEm x Em and RmكR holds for the
module m. Now we can say if there are two modules m1
and m2, then Em1 ځEm2 
Now the framework is applied in order to validate the set
  $     % &         
the metric of NPBO i.e. number of process BO in a
 0P>   Y  %   %
size properties:
1. Non-negativity^   0P?   
BO) must be always greater than or equal to zero.
 0P Y    _  
$0P        
  0P 
2. Null Value: If no BOs exist in the system IS, then
0P 
3. Modular Additivity: Let there are two disjoint
modules m1 and m2 in the system IS. Now
 0P  Y          
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ule m1 or module m2. Now it is easy to see that
0P?Y' 0P?|'0P?}'  
m1كIS , m2كY 0P?|'ځ0P?}'   
0P?Y' 0P?|'0P?}'
 0P    Y%$P
NEBO, NEVBO, NRO, NT and ND are validated. All
of these are size measures. Similarly NIR NCR, NIH
and NR are also size measures. All the framework
level quality factors are validated using size measure
except interoperability and visibility. Interoperability is
validated using coupling measure. In order to validate the
  ?Y0'   %     
must be accomplished:
1. Non-negativity: If a system IS consist of numbers of
modules then there should be numbers of inter relations between them or not. But it cannot be negative, as number of inter relations cannot be negative.
So interoperability of a system IS or a module m is
!Y0?' Y0?Y' #
2. Null value: If the inter relations between the modules is zero i.e. outgoing relations from the module
is zero then interoperability of the system as well
        >       !Y0 ?'  
Y0?Y' #
3. Monotonicity: Let two information system
IS’
=<BO, R’, M’> and IS” =<BO, R”,M”> be two
modular systems (with the same set of elements
BO) such that there exist two modules m’  אM’,
m” אM” such that R’ - OGR(m’) = R” -OGR(m”),
and OGR(m’)  אOGR(m”) where OGR are the total number of outgoing relations from the module.
Therefore interoperability of the module m’ is less
than or equal to that of module m” as value of OGR
?'     K?{' !Y0?
{' Y0?'Y0?Y{' Y0?Y'#   
module relationship cannot decrease the interoperability of a module as well as of a system.
4. Merging of Modules: Let consider IS’ = <BO’,R’,M’>
and IS” = <BO”,R”,M”> be two modular systems such that BO’ = BO”, R’ =R”, and M” = M’
- {m’1,m’2} {m”}, where m’1 = <Em’1,Rm’1>, m’2
= <Em’2,Rm’2>, and m”= <Em”,Rm”>, with m’1  אM’,
m’2  אM’, m”  בM’, and Em” = Em’1 Em’2 and Rm”
= Rm’1Rm’2. (The two modules m’1 and m’2 are replaced by the module m”, whose elements and relationships are the union of those of m’1 and m’2). As
the modules m’1 and m’2 may have common inter
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       !Y0?{|'Y0?{}' Y0
?'Y0?{' Y0?'#.
5. Disjoint Module Additivity: Let consider IS’ =
<BO,R,M’> and IS” = <BO,R,M”> be two modular
systems (with the same underlying system <BO,R>)
such that M” = M’ - {m’1,m’2} { m”}, with m’1א
M’, m’2אM’, m”  בM’, and m” = m’1  m’2. (The
two modules m’1 and m’2 are replaced by the module m”, union of m’1 and m’2). If no relationships
exist between the elements belonging to m’1 and
m’2, i.e., IGR(m’1)  ځOGR(m’2'  YK?{2)
 ځOGR(m’1'     ! Y0?{1'  Y0?{2) =
Y0?'Y0?{' Y0?'#=  YK resents the ingoing relations from one module to another and OGR represents outgoing relations from
one module to another.
  Y0        
(VIB) is validated using length measure. Therefore for
validating VIB, the following length properties must be
accomplished:
1. Non-negativity: Visibility of a system is non- negative as at any moment the number of end users who
can access the system cannot be negative. The value
4YP >      0  
NTS i.e. all the end users who access the system at
that moment have no access permission to the system. Therefore VIB (IS)>=0.
2. Null Value: The visibility (VIB) of a system can be
null if the numbers of BO is zero. Because if it is
zero, then there are no things for accessible by the
end users. Therefore VIB(S) = 0.
3. Non-increasing Monotonicity for Connected
Components: Let IS be a system and m be a module of IS such that m is represented by a connected
component of the graph representing IS. Now adding relationships between BOs of m does not in   4YP Y    
 
on the value of the access permissions of the end users. Therefore if a new system IS’ is generated from
IS by adding relationships between the BOs of The
system IS then VIB (IS)>=VIB (IS’).
4. Non-decreasing Monotonicity for Non-connected
Components: Let IS be a system and m1 and m2 be
two modules of IS such that m1 and m2 are represented by two separate connected components of the
graph representing IS. Adding relationships from el-
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ements of m1 to elements of m2 does not decrease
the VIB of IS. Because adding the relations between
the modules increase the inter relations of the modules. Therefore it increases the new relations between the modules and it can increase the end users
who can access the system i.e. it can increase visibility also. Therefore if a new IS’ is generated from
IS by adding relations between m1 and m2 then VIB
(IS’)>=VIB (IS).
5. Disjoint Modules: At a moment the VIB of a system
IS = <BO, R> made of two disjoint modules m1, m2
is equal to the maximum of the VIB of m1 and m2.
Therefore VIB (IS) = max {VIB (m1), VIB (m2)}.
Therefore VIB is theoretically validated using length
measure. SC, DC and CM can be theoretically validated
using complexity measure. In order to validate CM the
following complexity properties must be accomplished:
1. Non-negativity: The complexity (CM) of a system
IS is non-negative as the numbers of BOs and R cannot be negative. So CM (IS)>=0.
2. Null Value: If the numbers of R in a IS is zero then
there are no BOs and R in the system. Therefore the
complexity of the system also is null. So CM (IS) =
0.
3. Symmetry: The complexity of a system IS = <BO,
R> does not depend on the convention chosen to
represent the relationships between its elements. In
IS relations R can be represented in two equivalent
forms. One is active form i.e. in R form and in passive form i.e. in R-1 form but the system and its relationship cannot be affected. So complexity of the
system is same for the two equivalent representations. Therefore for IS=<BO,R>and IS-1=<BO,R-1>
CM(IS) = Cm(IS-1).
4. Module Monotonicity: If IS is a system which have
two modules m1=<Em1,Rm1> and m2=<Em2,Rm2>
and
m1m2=IS
and
Rm1ځRm2   
X?Y' X?|'X?}' P       ules do not share the relationships but they share
BOs. So there may be indirect relationships between
the BOs of the IS which is considered in the computation of CM. Besides it if the modules are merged
then relations are implicitly generate between the
BOs of each modules.
5. Disjoint Module Additivity: Let IS be a system
which has two disjoint modules m1 and m2. These
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modules cannot be merged and the system cannot
have indirect relationship. So the CM of IS Isis
equal to the sum of its two module’s CM. Therefore
X?Y' X?|'X?}'
So CM is valid. In similar way the two metrics SC and
DC are also validated using complexity measure.

+ %    
In this paper a theoretical framework has been proposed
for quality evaluation of object oriented requirement
engineering framework. For this purpose a set of quality
metrics have been proposed in three different levels of
perspectives namely, conceptual, semantic and framework.
The proposed quality metrics are also illustrated with
case study based on Business Object based Requirement
+   % &     !|}# 0
 
quality factors in [13] for requirements engineering
phase have been formally described in this paper. Also
the proposed quality metrics are useful for any general
purpose requirements engineering framework. Finally the
matrices are theoretically validated using Briand et al.
Future work includes empirical validations of the proposed
set of metrics in order to prove their practical utility.
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